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ClemenGold®  
in sticky syrup  
& sabayon
Recipe and photo curtesy of Food Editor 
Herman Lensing, SARIE KOS

Ingredients - Syrup & fruit
200 g (250ml) sugar
500 ml water
2 cinnamon sticks
4 star aniseed
3 black peppercorns
5 ml vanilla essence
8 ClemenGold® mandarins – peeled

Ingredients – Sabayon

4 egg yolks

125 ml Muscat wine

50 g castor sugar

100 g biscuit crumbs of your choice

Instructions 
Bring the sugar, water and spices to the boil 
in a middle-sized pot. Add vanilla.
Place ClemenGold® in the warm sugar  
syrup – lower the heat and simmer until  
the fruit is soft, but before they disintegrate. 
Leave to cool in syrup. Bring water to the 
boil in a pot upon which a glass bowl fits 
snugly – the bottom should not touch  
the water.
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Add the egg yolks, Muscat wine and castor 
sugar to the glass bowl. Place on the pot 
and lower the heat. Use an electrical mixer 
and mix for 5 minutes at high speed until 
the mixture is light and foamy. Remove 
from pot and keep on mixing until the mix-
ture has cooled.
Serve the ClemenGold® fruit with syrup and 
sabayon and sprinkle with biscuit crumbs.
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Roasted  
ClemenGold®  
& carrot soup
Recipe and photo curtesy of Food24

A thick vegan soup with a sweet citrus note 
from ClemenGold®

Serve 6 

Ingredients – Soup
1kg carrots, roughly chopped
3 ClemenGold® mandarins –  
before you peel them, finely zest two & 
grate the peel off the third  
(make sure there is no pith on the peel)
Olive oil
1 onion, diced
2 cups vegetable stock
400ml coconut cream
½ cup freshly squeezed ClemenGold® juice
Salt and pepper, to taste
Toasted coconut flakes, to serve
Carrot chips, to serve
Fresh parsley, to serve

Ingredients – chilli ClemenGold® oil

1 cup olive oil

1 dried red chilli

Grated peel of 1 ClemenGold®

Instructions 
Preheat an oven to 180⁰C.
Toss the carrots and ClemenGold® fruit in 
olive oil, season with salt and roast for about 
30 minutes or until they have some colour.

For the oil: 
Heat the oil, dried chilli and ClemenGold® 
peel in a pot. Don’t allow it to boil – just heat 
it on the stove for about 10 min and then 
allow to cool. 
Strain and transfer to a glass jar.

For the soup:
When the carrots and ClemenGolds are 
ready, in a large saucepan fry the onions in 
some of the ClemenGold® oil until they have 
some colour.
Add the vegetable stock, followed by the 
roast carrots, ClemenGold® and 300ml 
coconut cream.
Turn off the heat, add the ClemenGold® 
juice and blitz until smooth. Season with 
salt and pepper. For an extra citrus, hit you 
can add the zest of the ClemenGold® while 
you are blitzing the soup.
Serve with coconut cream, chilli  
ClemenGold® oil, toasted coconut flakes  
and carrot chips.
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Quick  
LemonGold®  
curd
Created for LemonGold®  
by @caroalberts

Ingredients

1/3 cup (80g) butter 

1/3 cup (80ml) sugar 

1/2 cup (125ml) LemonGold® lemon juice 

Lemon peel (I cut the thin top layer of peel 

of a lemon with a peeler)

2 eggs 

Instructions 
Heat the lemon juice, sugar, butter  
and lemon peel over a medium heat  
until it reaches boiling point. 
Take off the heat and stir in the egg  
while whisking constantly.
Return to the heat but lower the heat  
and cook until thick. It takes about  
5 minutes. Make sure you whisk  
it the entire time.
Strain through a whisk.  Pop into a jar,  
leave to cool and use as desired.

LemonGold®: for a conveniently seedless  
and flavoursome cooking experience

Photo credit: @wooden_spoon_kitchen
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Lemony  
smoothy bowl
Created for LemonGold®  
by @baking_ginger

Ingredients

1 frozen banana
1/2 cup frozen pineapple chunks
1/2 cup frozen mango chunks
1/4 cup coconut cream
1/4 cup freshly squeezed lemon juice
1/2 tsp turmeric
1 tbsp chia seeds
Honey/sweetener to taste

Toppings

LemonGold® slices
Mint
Desiccated coconut
Chia seeds

Instructions 
Place all the ingredients in your blender and 
blend until smooth, adding more coconut 
cream if necessary. Pour into a bowl and 
add toppings. 

HOME COOKING WITH  
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Photo credit: @baking_ginger
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ClemenGold® 
popsicles
Being healthy can be fun!
Create Vitamin C-packed summery ice 
lollies with ClemenGold® juice or a  
mixture of juice and fruit bits. Add any  
other fruit pieces that you particularly  
enjoy. Just think you beautiful bright bits  
of strawberry would look in your lollie.

HOME COOKING WITH  
CLEMENGOLD® & LEMONGOLD®

Photo credit: @larkhaus
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Colour  
your world
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Colour  
in the dots

COLOUR  
YOUR WORLD
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Fill in the rest  
of Mr. ClemenGold® 
& Miss LemonGold®

COLOUR  
YOUR WORLD
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Fill in the rest  
of the picture

COLOUR  
YOUR WORLD
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Mandala

COLOUR  
YOUR WORLD
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Mandala

COLOUR  
YOUR WORLD
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Mandala
Mom, if you need a little me-time,  
colour this mandala with a cup of tea  
next to you.

COLOUR  
YOUR WORLD
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COLOUR  
YOUR WORLD
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Food art  
activities 
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Make your  
own wrapping  
paper with  
citrus stamps

ClemenGold® fruit is not only a delicious 
snack but can be used in a fun and new 
way to create arts and crafts. Everyone 
can create custom wrapping paper or art 
pieces. All you need is ClemenGold® fruit, 
paper and paint.

Start by peeling your ClemenGold® fruit. Use the whole mandarin, dip it in paint 
and create a beautiful floral print.

Start dividing the fruit into segments,  
dip it in paint and get a curve pattern.

For this fun polka dot print, cut a mandarin into 
two halves and use the fruit side to dip into 
some paint and create your pattern .

FOOD ART 
ACTIVITIES  
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Flour based  
play dough  
with citrus  
aroma
We’ve tested this recipe and it is super easy 
– the dough is smooth, non-toxic and lovely 
for little hands. It does not stain and lasts  
±3 months. If you’re able to add a drop or 
two of citrus essential oil, playtime would 
be a truly multi-sensual experience.

Ingredients:
1 cup flour
2 teaspoons cream of tartar
1/3 cup salt (this helps to keep it from being 
sticky and also helps preserve it)
1 cup water
1 tablespoon cooking oil
Food colouring of choice
A few drops of citrus essential oil (optional)

Instructions
In a medium saucepan, mix the flour, cream 
of tartar and salt. Then add water and oil.
Turn the stove plate to medium/low and 
stir. It will be a little lumpy at first. Before it 
starts to get thick (be ready – this happens 
quickly), add whatever food colouring you 
want. Keep stirring until it thickens (any-
where from 30 seconds to 2 minutes) and 
keep scraping it away from the bottom of 
the pot. Once you notice the dough is no 

FOOD ART 
ACTIVITIES  

longer wet, remove from the pot and allow 
to cool. Knead for a few seconds and store 
in a zip-lock bag or airtight container in the 
fridge. If it dries out a bit, add a few drops  
of water and knead again.
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Painting with 
Rooibos tea
Brew a cup of Rooibos tea, let it cool down 
for an hour. Use it as a watercolour paint.  
A stronger tea mixture will be a more  
pigmented paint. Lighten the colour 
by adding water.

Ideas

FOOD ART 
ACTIVITIES  
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Stick the fruit 
stickers on  
the right spaces 
on the fruits
The ClemenGold® fruit stickers are our symbol 
of  consistent quality and the good news, they 
are Home Compostable. That means they can 
go into the compost bin with the peels!

FOOD ART 
ACTIVITIES  
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FOOD ART 
ACTIVITIES  

Stick the fruit 
stickers on  
the right spaces 
on the picture
The ClemenGold® fruit stickers are our symbol 
of  consistent quality and the good news, they 
are Home Compostable. That means they can 
go into the compost bin with the peels!
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Brain activities  
& brain teasers 
for the kids

SECTION 4



Heads & tails
Cut out the the blocks and connect the 
heads and tails of each character.

BRAIN ACTIVITIES  
& BRAIN TEASERS
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Story time: 
The origin of 
the ClemenGold® 
mandarin

BRAIN ACTIVITIES  
& BRAIN TEASERS

One morning just as the African sun was kissing the 
horizon, the Prince of Morocco took a stroll in the royal 
citrus orchards. The most beautiful, flaming orange 
mandarin he has ever seen, caught his eye. As he reached 
out to pick it, a voice surprised him, “I want to see the world. 
I’m special, you see,” the mandarin said boldly. “I am super 
sweet, no pips will bother you, and it is ever so easy to 
peel me. My name is ClemenGold.”  “Help me to leave your 
orchard so that everyone who loves citrus will get to know 
me. Please share me with the world!”

The very next day a friendly farmer from South Africa visited 
his good friend the Prince. The Prince had an idea. He 
walked to the orchard, filled his basket with ClemenGold 
and her best friends and gave them to the farmer who took 
them all the way to the southern tip of Africa.

ClemenGold’s journey had begun. Soon ClemenGold trees 
grew in neat rows in the fertile Limpopo soil. The farmer 
had promised the Prince that he would always care for the 
earth, that ClemenGold mandarins would be left to grow 
ripe right there on the tree, and that they would always  
be picked with careful hands. And he kept his promise.

ClemenGold’s dream to see the world has come true! From 
South Africa she has travelled to China, Germany and Spain, 
and onto the shelves of Woolworths… Has she been to your 
home yet?
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Help write  
the story
We need your help. Fill in the blanks  
to finish the story.

BRAIN ACTIVITIES  
& BRAIN TEASERS had a

(name 1) (adjective)

garden.

The garden had many
(adjective)

hanging from a .  The garden also had
(noun)

trees. People from&
(noun) (noun)

. Everyone was sothe
(noun) (adverb)

(plural noun)

all over came to taste the .
(adjective) (plural noun)

happy after they tasted the .
(adjective) (plural noun)

Because the grew so big
(noun) (name 1)

decided to take it to a shop, so they can share it with
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Who am I?
Match the facts below to the right animal. 

1.  I can sleep while standing up.

2.  I am so agile that I can fly  
backwards.

3.  I lay the biggest eggs in the world.

4.  Even when I have my eyes closed,  
I can still see through my eyelids.

5.  I can live both on land and in water.

6.  I make a sound by rapidly moving  
my wings.

BRAIN ACTIVITIES  
& BRAIN TEASERS

*Answer: 1 = horse, 2 = ..., 3 = shark, 4 = snake, 5 = frog, 6 = bee
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Tree of  
gratitude
Let’s focus on the things we are grateful 
for and think about what makes us happy. 
Write it in the fruits of the gratitude tree. 
This will be a beautiful reminder of reasons 
to smile on difficult days.

BRAIN ACTIVITIES  
& BRAIN TEASERS

my 
family

to have 
friends
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Spot the  
difference
Things can change, shift or even dissapear. 
Look at the pictures on the right and spot 
the differences on the bottom picture.

BRAIN ACTIVITIES  
& BRAIN TEASERS

SUN KISSED
& HAND 
PICKED

HEALTHY
LUNCHBOX

SNACK

4.6
*Answer: 12 differences



Find the  
route to the  
ClemenGold®  
basket
Help Nandi get to the basket of  
ClemenGold® mandarins so she can have  
a fruity snack. Solve the maize.

BRAIN ACTIVITIES  
& BRAIN TEASERS

*Answer: 
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Count the  
ClemenGold® & 
LemonGold® fruit 
in the picture

BRAIN ACTIVITIES  
& BRAIN TEASERS

*Answer: ClemenGolds = 62, LemonGolds = 40
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Get creative  
with  
ClemenGold®  
& LemonGold®

SECTION 5



ClemenGold® 
Salt

ClemenGold Salt #1:  
with Dried ClemenGold® peels

This grinder mix is ideal for use on fresh 
salads, but also as flavouring for chicken 
and fish dishes.

To dry the citrus peels:
Spread ClemenGold® peel in a single layer 
on a lined baking sheet and bake in a ….. 
oven until they curl and harden (25-30 min-
utes). Remove from oven and let them cool  
completely.

Crush the dried peels and mix with equal 
parts whole peppercorns (all colours), 
coarse Himalayan salt. Grind and enjoy.

ClemenGold Salt #2: 
with ClemenGold® zest

Zest ClemenGold® fruit and add equal 
amounts of salt. Mix together with fin-
gertips until all the zest is coated in salt. 
Allow to dry in open air and store in airtight 
container.

GET CREATIVE WITH  
CLEMENGOLD® & LEMONGOLD®
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LemonGold®  
& ClemenGold®  
flavoured water
We all konw how important  
it is to drink enough water!

Add a little fresh flavour by adding slices  
of your favourite lemon or mandarin. 
Even the little ones will love this!

GET CREATIVE WITH  
CLEMENGOLD® & LEMONGOLD®
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LemonGold® 
Scrub
Citrusy scrub makes for the perfect  
homemade gift.

Ingredients
1 lemon (juice and zest)
1 cup of sugar
¼ cup coconut oil

Instructions
Zest the lemon before squeezing out the 
juice (note, no bothersome pips to fish out). 
Combine with the sugar and coconut oil – 
mix until all lumps have been dissolved.
Pour into a pretty jar and label your gift.

GET CREATIVE WITH  
CLEMENGOLD® & LEMONGOLD®
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Dried  
ClemenGold® 
rings
These make for a great garnish or snack. 
Dip in melted dark chocolate for a more 
indulgent experience.

Prep time: 3 min
Cooking time: 2-3 hours

Instructions
Preheat an oven to 100⁰C.

Slice the ClemenGold mandarins thinly with 
the peel on and arrange on a baking tray 
lined with a silicone mat or baking paper.

Bake them for 2-3 hours or until dry.

Store in an airtight container.
Pour into a pretty jar and label your gift.

GET CREATIVE WITH  
CLEMENGOLD® & LEMONGOLD®
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Use fruit as  
table decorations
Use fruit as table decorations for a fresh  
and colourful table setting. 

GET CREATIVE WITH  
CLEMENGOLD® & LEMONGOLD®
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Make a  
decorative 
wreath
Fruit can be decorative as well as delicious. 
Use your ClemenGold® mandarins to create  
a beautiful decorative wreath.  

GET CREATIVE WITH  
CLEMENGOLD® & LEMONGOLD®
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